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PROPER TERM-LIMITS IN CONGRESS WOULD SERVE BALANCE-OF-POWERS!
Term Limits in the U.S. Congress -- in this writer's

opinion -- could very well be the best Constitutional governmental adjustment that could possibly be made for the benefit
of every citizen of this country calling themselves
legitimate, trustworthy, and hopefully deserving.
Those of us who believe firmly in the U.S.
Constitution (as written) are strongly in favor of
what is being generally proposed in the Alabama
House of Representatives for a "return" to a
model of direction in the U.S. Congress. It is
noticeably and unquestionably citizen-based as
opposed to the present-day "model" of CAREER
POLITICIAN.
Bonafide and legal citizens of the United
States have waited entirely too long to make
this move which would be the best thing that
ever happened to 'OF THE PEOPLE, FOR
THE PEOPLE' -- that of returning our government to "BY THE PEOPLE!"

our way of governing ourselves. Ol' Tuck hopes that the Alabama
Senate will follow the course of The House and take steps to
send this to the U.S. Congress for continued PEOPLE support.
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Not only does our Constitution tell us in
no uncertain terms, but we, The People, have been long-experiencing a need to return government to citizen leadership in place
of career politicians, too many of whom have made a mockery of

The abuse of membership in the U.S.
Congress has grown more and more displeasing to the average citizen-voter for
many years. Repeatedly, a sitting congressman or woman finds his or her way into
RE-ELECTION through a myriad of advantages to them that have been created during the
past half-century. Many make it "lifetime!"
The money involved; the time it takes; the
manipulation of the voting process (back home),
and many other created niceties have propelled
worthy and unworthy members of Congress back
into the seats of power when it was undeserving.
We, The People have been lax and undeserving.

The People -- no question -- are guilty of
allowing the abuse, but we finally have an opportunity to make things right, and much better for
the good of our country and our Constitution.

We hope The People will take note, and act accordingly.
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"Here Shall THE PRESS The People's Right Maintain,
Unawed By Influence, Unbribed By Gain!"
------ "THE PEOPLE'S WATCHDOG" ------

Quotes From Readers And Folks Like You:
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"TWO OR THREE GENERATIONS
already take electronic marvels of the
day -- FOR GRANTED!"

Tell It Lik
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SOOTHSAYERS CLAIM THE DAY IS NOT LONG COMING
When Cash Money Will No Longer Be The
"COIN OF THE REALM" it has always been.
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There Will Be Magic Phones And Watches and Stuff -- To Frustrate You!
----------- "Buy The Truth And Sell It Not" -- Proverbs 23:23 ----------

N O T I C E: YOU ARE ENTERING A REDNECK ZONE!

The People's
"WATCHDOG"

We have personally-known scores and scores of dignified and
sophisticated SOUTHERN "REDNECKS" who could make most
of today's "WONDERS" look like so much COMBINED-cowfeed!

"Truth N
eeds No
Ally!"

WELCOME! TO "THE ZONE."

No Matter How Wrong Or Crazy -- The
Democrats Insist They Are Invincible!
"However You BUY Votes -- It Is Still Against Freedom!

When we express the opinion that democrats act "stu-

I PLEDGE ALLEGIANCE to The Flag of the United States
of America, and to The Republic for which it stands; One Nation,
UNDER GOD, indivisible, with liberty and justice for all.
-------------------- ALONG-THE-CREEK --------------------

pid," we are observing a fact-of-the-matter -- not making a personal judgement against them. We always take the tact that if you
look and ACT stupid . . . then you must be some form of stupid!

WHY IS IT THAT MOST TIMES WE SEE A LIBERAL DEMOCRAT
"PROGRESSIVELY" POSTURING ON THE TV ABOUT POLITICS. . .

It is one thing to act -- singly, or as a group -- in a manner
that always sets you apart in an unfavorable light.

ARE THEY THAT HAPPY? -- OR, JUST HIDING?

If you say "the moon is rising," when it is actually (and generally
accepted) that it is the SUN rising -- that sets you apart alright enough.
The truth-of-the-matter is that some things are natural and
are factual whether or not you like it, or agree with it.
If it is a matter of fact that two train engines cannot travel at
the same time, on the same track, in opposite directions. . . that is
pretty-much accepted by just about everybody -- AS A FACT!
For obvious (and whatever) reasons, unions and political
parties seem to attract people who will follow a "leader," and they
will follow that "believed-to-be-leader" over the cliff!
There (thankfully) is an independent nature in most of us
that demands that we believe the truth -- and question everything
that is otherwise. A "leader" over a cliff, falls into that category!
It has been our experience observing unions (groups of a like
kind), as well as political parties during the past century and into this
one, that the democrat political party in America has been sold (and
most of them are buying) the belief that America is the land of opportunity, and they believe that America can stand to accept any and every
human-being on earth as a legal (or illegal) citizen of this country without any credibility or expectation on or from the individual in question.
AND (they indicate) IT WILL NOT HARM anybody, or anything!
If you call yourself "a democrat" and too many of them have
a total passion for believing that "their party" is above reproach,
and can do no wrong -- then, without a doubt, you make yourself
a part of the problem. Unproven "aliens" may cause harm!
No sane group of people anywhere in the world would accept
the stupidity in immigration that the democrat believers insist is a
good thing. The democrats "lead" the insane charge. . . and most of
them INSANELY insist that it is "good", , , no matter how untrue it is!
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They are always grinning like the proverbial jackass!

Personally, Yours. . .

(You With Us -- Or Against Us?)

ALABAMA CONSERVATISM STRONGLY
PRESENT IN NEXT U.S. CONGRESS TILT!

August of last year, Ol' Tuck wrote here in this space: "If the "democrats"
in America make it, they will have to reinvent themselves, and THEN, they will have to
convince a very doubtful populace that they are real, and that their intentions are on
behalf of THE PEOPLE. We mean, The American People! They have lost touch to such a
degree with America today that it will require some extremely GOOD representatives for
the democrats to come back; and they have a lot of radically liberal-leftist baggage that
they will have to resist, overcome, and throw-out."
Some of the pundits (or calling themselves "critics") of the day, are saying, and
have said, that the democrats showed that they can and will "come back" because they
have Jones now as a Senator from Alabama in the place of the resigned Jeff Sessions,
who was appointed United States Attorney General by President Donald Trump.
The democrats indicate that they believe that they replaced an elected republican Senator with their own democrat candidate, and they will continue to try and sell
that as a definite PLUS for the belabored democrat party in Alabama and America.
If they continue to try and sell that to the voters as a plus for the democrat party,
they will be in for a colossal disappointment when the time comes to elect a new senator.
Of course it matters what their man Jones and his supporters manage to do in their brief
tour of the office -- but not by much.
The "crats" will continue to block as much President Trump-effort as they
possibly can, but Jones does not have all that long to help them do it (and neither is he
that influential). The republicans will be back the next time around and it will not be in
the same fashion that they beat themselves last year. At least, for all practical-sense, it
shouldn't be.

The point here is, we are not talking about democrats vs. everybody else. What will
be a deciding factor in the next senatorial race in Alabama will be CONSERVATIVE vs. whatever it is that the democrat party will finally throw together to represent them at the gate.
The CONSERVATIVE nature of most Alabamians will not be so easily ignored,
or overcome when they have a bonafide representative of their own, standing against
democrat folderol. Conservative Alabamians are not that easily hornswaggled. We have
a long history of fighting for that which we believe to be common-sense RIGHT!
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